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Jack's New Toy - Scooter Oyama
Rasa - Mark Dresser
Out of Reach - Ray Au Yeung
Clinton Global Initiative Theme Song - Tyler Eaton
Untitled 59 - Kelly Styger
Rough Cut - Casper Stockwell
For Jackie - Jared Mattson
Concord - Melissa Stanley
Naima - John Coltrane arranged by Jonathan Mattson
ΔF508 - Russell White
Brown - Jason De Souza

Ray Au Yeung - piano
Jason De Souza - trumpet
Tyler Eaton - bass
Jared Mattson - guitar
Jonathan Mattson - drums
Scooter Oyama - guitar
Melissa Stanley - french horn
Casper Stockwell - guitar
Kelly Styger - saxophones
Russell White - vibraphone